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ABSTRACT

Central bank autonomy, referring to an absence of government influence or control over a
nation’s central bank, has long been associated with controlled inflation rates and
macroeconomic success. However, the mere existence of an independent central bank is no
guarantee of its actual freedom. As evidenced in many countries, political incentives to interfere
in central banking systems lead politicians to comment on central bank policy, attempt to sway
policy or elect government officials to the central bank staff.
Pooled time-series data from the United Kingdom, Venezuela, and the United States
demonstrate the effects of threats to central bank autonomy on inflation rates, unemployment
rates, political freedom scores (measured by Freedom House scores), and the actual existence of
independence. The data were regressed using a logistic regression method. United Kingdom data
shows a strong negative correlation between autonomy and inflation rates, a significant negative
correlation between autonomy and unemployment rates, and a significant negative correlation
between autonomy and threats to autonomy. Venezuelan data shows a significant positive
correlation between autocracy (measured by an increasing Freedom House score) and threats to
autonomy and a significant, negative correlation between autonomy and threats. Data obtained
for the United States was not significant due to multicollinearity on the variable for the existence
of central bank autonomy.
Data results indicate that inflation and unemployment are both correlated with central
bank autonomy, and threats to central bank autonomy do have an impact on the actual existence
of autonomy. This could promote less executive interference, be it commentary, criticism, or
direct control of, central banks and their policies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Central bank autonomy has largely been studied in the context of developing countries;
much of the existing literature also suggests that having independent central banks benefits
macroeconomic performance. Central bank autonomy (CBA) can assist countries trying to
achieve lower rates of inflation, isolate economic cycles from political cycles, benefit financial
system stability, and increase financial discipline without much sacrifice to output volatility or
reduced economic growth. Trends in developing countries show a movement towards CBA;
recent reform movements in Latin America demonstrate openness to independent central banks
free to print money to finance government spending (Ayres, 2019). Additionally, historical
patterns of CBA show creation of independent banks as a means to correct economic or political
issues; the Bank of England was founded as a joint stock company to purchase government debt
and the Banque de France was established to stabilize the French currency after hyperinflation
during the French Revolution (Bordo, 2007).
Developed countries largely enjoy CBA as a means to fulfill macroeconomic goals,
typically stabilizing inflation and reducing unemployment. However, the rise of populism in the
United States due to the presidency of Donald Trump set in motion a question of the validity of
CBA, and the role of the executive branch in independent banks. It is important to note that some
degree of discontent with the Federal Reserve has existed long before the Trump administration:
the Tea Party movement in the early to mid-2010s called to abolish or “audit the Fed” (Paul &
Spitznagel, 2016). The movement cited concerns of the Federal Reserve monetizing debt and
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devaluing currency, suggesting the United States should return to the gold standard (Chan,
2010).
This paper seeks to analyze the factors that have benefited countries which gain CBA and
predict potential outcomes of the United States Federal Reserve due to an erosion of independent
banking. Much of central banking is tied to both political and economic factors, and so questions
of macroeconomic performance and political performance are closely related.

Origins of CBA
Central banking dates to the seventeenth century at least, when the first institution
recognized as a central bank was established in Sweden. The Swedish Riksbank, chartered in
1668, was a joint stock bank created to lend the government funds to act as a clearing house for
commerce (Bordo, 2007). In subsequent decades, England and France both established central
banks to alleviate a variety of economic and political problems including price instability and
government debt. Private entities also engaged in banking; they held the deposits of other banks
and thus became banks for bankers that facilitated inter-bank transactions. This phenomenon led
to a third market which could become a lender of last resort in the face of a financial crisis
(Bordo, 2007).
More recently, the late 1900s saw a sustained trend toward central bank autonomy. In
many cases, and especially amongst OECD countries, the increase in autonomy is a result of
renovating legislation. In parallel, political autonomy has also increased sharply (Arnone, et al.,
6).
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Linkage of Political Institutions and Monetary Performance
Previous literature has found a strong link between political and monetary instability.
Cukierman (1994) investigates two types of political instability: party political instability and
regime political instability. The former, PPI, refers to frequent change of government between
competing parties within the same regime structure, such as the transition between Democratic
and Republican presidencies in the United States. When PPI is high, the ruling party may fear the
opposition will use monetary policy as a correctional tool to monetize budget deficits. As a
result, the ruling politicians prefer to delegate the power to an apolitical entity -- an independent
central bank. Cukierman thus hypothesizes a positive correlation between PPI and central bank
independence.
The latter type, regime political instability (RPI), accounts for frequency of irregular
changes of political regime type including revolutions and coup d’états. Unlike in PPI, high
degrees of RPI means that a ruling regime is predominantly concerned with its own survival.
Within such regime types, the ruling regime does not have incentives to delegate power to a
central bank and rather chooses to use flexible monetary policy to accommodate its fiscal
programs. Thus, RPI is hypothesized to hold a negative correlation with central bank
independence.
The creation, or lack thereof, of CBA is also influenced by the current stages of a
country’s development and the intersection of its trajectory with its economic goals. Bagheri and
Habibi (1998) note the stages of a semi-democratic country undergoing a democratic transition,
in which both regime and party type instability may exist. In such a scenario, the political
instability of the democratization process and potential for monetary instability is harmful to
investment and growth. During this period of a country’s development, creating a centrally
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independent bank as a predominant device could boost public confidence in monetary policy.
This would subsequently benefit the financial and business sectors as it would decrease the
unease associated with transitions from autocracy to democracy. However, the political pressure
for developing countries to produce a monetary explosion is more dominant and prevents
increases in central bank autonomy until later stages of the democratization process (Bagheri &
Habibi, 1998).
The reasons for deterioration of monetary stability in the early stages of democratization
exist because as a country enters into a democratic transition stage, low-income social groups use
new political power to press for increased social expenditures. Consequently, the government’s
spending on social welfare increases to respond to constituents’ desires. Governments may
finance the increased expenditures through raising taxes, borrowing from the public, or
borrowing from the central bank; however, inefficiency and instability of the financial markets
create difficulties in borrowing from the public. The government relies primarily on taxation or
on monetary expansion to finance the expenditures. Consequently, Bagheri and Habibi (1998)
predict a negative relationship between central bank independence and regime instability.

Prior Evidence on Central Bank Independence and Macroeconomic Performance
Literature on central bank autonomy has historically categorized indicators of central
bank independence into two groups based on the emphasis they place on the legal and statutory
provisions regulating the central bank as compared to proxies of the actual amount of
independence the central bank possesses. Issing (2006) notes that over recent decades, the
empirical literature has shifted quite significantly: early studies found clear relationships between
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central bank independence and inflation. Furthermore, indicators of central bank independence
and inflation performance showed that the higher degree of independence for a central bank, the
lower the average rate and variability of inflation. Later studies began to question these findings
and questioned the available indicators of central bank independence as imprecise indices based
on arbitrariness. To a greater extent, it was argued that legal provisions could be circumvented in
countries with weak law enforcement due to a lack of strong political and legal systems.
Most recently, the trend in CBA research has been to overturn the previous conclusions -that results could not be clearly determined -- and return to the original conclusions that central
bank independence and inflation are negatively and significantly correlated. One major
difference between the original and most recent data, which helped strengthen such a reassertion,
was the size and type of data used. Early studies utilized a relatively small and homogenous
group of countries, but most recent literature has expanded the unit of analysis. This helps to
reduce the error due to outliers in the analysis. (Issing, 2006).

Populism and Central Bank Independence
The United States has historically delegated macroeconomic planning to the Federal
Reserve, an apolitical central bank. While political leaders used to refrain from public
commentary on the actions of central bankers, Jones and Matthijs, 2019 note that the past few
years have seen a sharp increase in the propensity of politicians to pick fights with central
bankers. This has led to a blurring of lines between politics and economic planning: unelected
bankers running the Federal Reserve have become targets of blame for the president.
Furthermore, the role of leading the central bank has itself become political: the president has
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threatened to remove the current chairman for failing to act in accordance with the president’s
desires for monetary policy.
This trend extends beyond the United States; in Germany, finance minister Schauble
blamed the European Central Bank (ECB) president Draghi for the success of a German far-right
party via keeping interest rates low with an expanding money supply (quantitative easing).
Schauble charged this action had led German retirees to support radical parties due to low returns
on their savings accounts (Jones & Matthijs, 2019).
The reason for increased executive discourse -- mostly criticism -- on CBA can be related
to a few trends. Since the 2008 financial crisis, central banks have become more important and
visible to the public. Banks have also changed their methods of policy instruments and have
gained more discretion in using them. Additionally, the financial crisis led elected politicians to
see the link between monetary policy and financial supervision in a different manner; central
banks now play a stronger role in regulating financial institutions (Jones & Matthijs, 2019).
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Chapter 2
Country Analysis
The datasets used analyze time-series data for a few countries, which include the United
Kingdom, Venezuela, and the United States. Each country differs in its status as a developing or
developed country and its history of central bank independence and circumstances surrounding
the autonomy of its central bank.

United Kingdom
The United Kingdom’s Bank of England dates back to 1694 when it was established as a
private bank to help the government fund war against France. Within a few decades, the bank
witnessed its first financial crisis and denominated banknotes. In 1844, the Bank Charter Act
gave the Bank of England increased powers and monopolized the issuance of banknotes (Bank of
England, n.d.). The Bank of England financed both world wars and was nationalized after the
Second World War when it became owned by the government.
The Bank of England was granted independence over monetary policy in 1997. Gaining
independence primarily meant that the Bank of England had autonomy over its inflation target
and clarified the respective responsibilities of the Bank of England and Treasury. Before
autonomy, both organizations were primarily concerned with debt management and financial
policy; after the Bank of England became independent, the Treasury focused on fiscal policy.
Inflation became much more stable after the BoE had control over the target, and growth was
stable (King, 2017).
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Though it had independence in monetary policy, the Bank of England’s independence
increasingly faced criticism from pro-Brexit politicians. After the Bank of England published
scenarios showing a no-deal Brexit could cause a recession, the Bank of England Governor faced
aggressive attacks (Brandimarte et al., 2018).

Venezuela
The Central Bank of Venezuela (Banco Central de Venezuela, or BCV) was established
in 1939 but saw little of the success other central banks witnessed. The BCV tasks itself with 15
functions. These include regulating currency and interest rates, formulating monetary policy,
participating in foreign exchange, centralizing international reserves, and operating in the gold
market BCV, 2018). Venezuela has also experienced one of the worst cases of hyperinflation,
which reached rates of 10 million percent in 2019 (Sanchez, 2019). Compared to the United
States’ target for 2 percent inflation, Venezuela’s inflation rate has spiraled out of control of
policymakers; hyperinflation is one part of a political, economic, and social crisis of the troubled
oil state.
In 2016, before the height of economic tensions, Venezuelan president Maduro decided
to eliminate the autonomy of the BCV, which economists cite as a reason Venezuela slipped into
hyperinflation faster (Schipani, 2016). However, the government had long interfered in the bank
prior to officially eliminating its independence. In the early 1990s, the government held
significant influence over the central bank and appointed several government employees to the
board (De Krivoy, 2003). Reforms later reduced government control of the central bank, but the
following decades saw increasing amounts of government control over the BCV.
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United States
The United States Federal Reserve was established in 1913 to ameliorate various
problems of financial panic, credit scarcity, et cetera. It additionally sought to create a stable and
safe financial system. After the Great Depression, Congress created the Federal Open Market
Committee (FOMC) to act as the policy-creation group of the Fed (“What is the Fed: History”).
The powers of the Fed evolve over time: after the Great Depression, Congress granted the
Fed more authority in setting monetary policy, though this was not without question by future
presidencies. Both the Johnson and Nixon administration pressured the Fed to maintain low
interest rates. To respond to growing interference, Congress clarified the mandate of the Fed to
maintain low unemployment and stable interest rates to curb inflation (Condon, 2019).
Fed autonomy was critical in addressing economic crises, such as the Great Recession of
2008; however, this event in particular eroded public confidence in the banking system in
general. After 10 years at the 0-bound (meaning a 0 percent interest rate), the Fed slowly began
to raise rates at the end of 2015 and steadily increased them through the summer of 2019 by
about 30 basis points per meeting.
By July, the Fed had begun a series of rate cuts, nearly reversing previous increases in the
Federal Funds rate. This was widely cited as a measure to isolate the United States from sluggish
global growth and a response to growing uncertainty of global events -- for example, the trade
war with China. This also prompted a strong response from the United States President, who
wanted the Fed to aggressively cut rates to allow for “potential wealth creation.” He tweeted that
the Fed “‘raised’ way too early and way too much. Their quantitative tightening was another big
mistake…” (Trump, 2019a).
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This trend continued as the Fed continued to cut rates in September; airing his
disapproval, Trump tweeted again: “Jay Powell and the Federal Reserve Fail Again. No “guts,”
no sense, no vision! A terrible communicator! (Trump, 2019b).
The experiences of the United States Federal Reserve in recent months have illuminated
the precarious position of central bank autonomy. Despite an apolitical organizational structure,
the Fed has increasingly been the target of political discourse and frustrations. This may
delegitimize the work of the Federal Reserve, but also create a future of political influence in
central banking.
Between the United Kingdom, Venezuela, and the United States, the autonomy (or lack
thereof) of central banks has appeared drastically different. The Bank of England represents a
case of a strong historical precedent for independent central banks; the work of the BoE has
allowed the British economy to prosper. Venezuela offers a seemingly opposite experience: the
move to more political control over its central banks, especially amid government corruption,
seems to have propelled it further into a cycle of hyperinflation. The varying degrees of CBA
within these countries help to illuminate the effects of an independent banking system, as time
delays in a country gaining CBA help isolate the effects of autonomy from other variables.
Datasets used are country-specific, with independent variables of existence of CBA and
dependent variables of a group of economic and political indicators.
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Chapter 3
Data and Variables
Data studied for each of the above countries focuses on inflation and Freedom House
political liberties.

Economic Indicators
Inflation, the measure of price levels over time, is measured using the Consumer Price
Index (CPI). CPI tracks changes in the price level of a weighted average basket of consumer
goods and services over time. Inflation is a key element of monetary policy goals, as central
banks are widely responsible for maintaining steady prices. Unemployment rates, measured in
ILO estimates, are the second economic indicator studied. Developed, independent central banks
like the Federal Reserve manage both inflation and unemployment in a dual mandate, and thus
the unemployment rate is another central piece of measuring CBA.
Data on inflation and unemployment is obtained from the World Bank, which itself utilizes open
data from the International Monetary Fund and International Labor Organization. Venezuelan
inflation data is directly obtained from International Monetary Fund due to greater data
availability. United States unemployment data is directly obtained from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics due to greater data availability.
Data on the existence of central bank autonomy is obtained from bank websites.
However, this does not fully capture the public opinion surrounding the central banks, which can
channel to or from executive levels of government and ultimately hurt the independence.
Therefore, I created a second variable – threats to CBA – which captures executive interference
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in the central bank and/or public distrust of the central bank. In the United States, for example,
threats to the independence of the Federal Reserve came with the Nixon presidency; the United
States President appointed a Fed chairman with the expectation the Fed would follow executive
direction, and the Fed chairman himself bargained with the White House to achieve ideal
policies (Slivinski, 2009). However, threats to the autonomy of central banks also emerged with
large public distrust of the Fed; proposals to “end” or “audit” the Fed surfaced after the 2008
recession and public opinion polls showed the majority of Americans held unfavorable views on
the Federal Reserve (Buchanan & Dorf, 2016). Therefore, a country is coded as experiencing
threats to CBA if either the executive branch of government usurps some of its power
(appointing government officials, controlling policies) or a majority of citizens distrust the
institution in public opinion survey data.

Figure 1: Public Opinion Poll of Federal Reserve
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Political Indicators
Because central bank autonomy impacts both economic and political spheres, it is
important to consider political indicators alongside economic ones. Data for political indicators
were obtained from the Freedom in the World dataset, published annually by Freedom House.
The dataset is the most widely cited source of international political data and analyzes countries’
conditions of political rights and civil liberties (Freedom House, 2020). This includes analysis of
the electoral process, freedom of expression, government functionality, and the rule of law. For
both political rights and civil liberties, a country scores on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 is the
highest degree of freedom and 7 is the lowest.
Freedom House provides scores for each country, based on political rights (PR) and civil
liberties (CL). I average the values to provide an overall political score for each country and each
year. The Freedom House variables may not vary for the United Kingdom and the United States,
which remain relatively consistent at 1 over time, but will show the slow progression in
Venezuela towards a level of 6.
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Chapter 4
Dickey-Fuller Tests
The statistical method used to analyze the effects of each indicator, and the union of all
indicators, on the existence of Central bank autonomy is regression analysis. Because inflation
and unemployment rates can only be observed over time, the data is pooled time-series by
nature. To approach the complexities of time-series regression analysis, we need to test for
stationarity. Stationarity within a dataset refers to the notion that the changes in statistical
properties do not change over time; i.e. the mean and variance do not change. The presence of
stationarity in time-series regression is important because it makes interpretation easier and is a
nearly ubiquitous property of time series analysis models.
We will utilize an Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test to analyze the stationarity of
each indicator. The ADF test essentially tests the data against the null hypothesis that the true
process is a random walk. Essentially, when running an ADF test, we are fitting the model to the
equation:
𝑥𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝜌𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡
where the null hypothesis is that 𝜌 = 1 and the alternative hypothesis is that 𝜌 < 1. This
would imply stationarity.
We subtract 𝑥𝑡−1 from both sides to obtain:
Δ𝑥𝑡 = 𝛼 + (𝜌 − 1)𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡
or more simply,
Δ𝑥𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛿𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡
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Thus, when 𝜌 = 1, the 𝑥𝑡−1 term on the right-hand side disappears. If we fail to reject the
null hypothesis, 𝛿 is not significantly different from 0.
The results of the Dickey-Fuller tests are below, separated by country. The t-statistic is
compared to the critical values at 1, 5, and 10 percent; if the absolute value of the t-statistic is
greater than these values, we reject the null hypothesis of non-stationarity. Optimal lags
minimizing Akaike information criterion were tested and implemented for each variable and
country; because the data occurs sequentially, it is necessary to lag the data.

Table 1: ADF Results (U.K.)
Variable

T-Statistic

10% Critical

5% Critical

Accept/Reject

Value

Value

Null

IR

-1.990

-2.605

-2.941

Accept

FH

-1.653

-2.605

-2.941

Accept

UR

-2.747

-2.630

-3.000

Reject (10%)

Threat

-1.444

-2.605

-2.941

Accept

Optimal lags: IR = 1, FH = 1, UR = 4, Threat = 1

Table 2: ADF Results (Venezuela)
Variable

T-Statistic

10% Critical

5% Critical

Accept/Reject

Value

Value

Null

IR

2.689

-2.616

-2.966

Reject (10%)

FH

0.566

-2.604

-2.938

Accept

UR

-1.525

-2.629

-2.997

Accept
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Threat

-1.107

-2.604

-2.944

Accept

Optimal lags: IR = 3, FH = 1, UR = 2, Threat = 3

Table 3: ADF Results (United States)
Variable

T-Statistic

10% Critical

5% Critical

Accept/Reject

Value

Value

Null

IR

-1.820

-2.598

-2.925

Accept

FH

-0.132

-2.597

-2.924

Accept

UR

-2.821

-2.597

-2.924

Reject (10%)

Threat

-1.841

-2.597

-2.924

Accept

Optimal lags: IR = 3, FH = 1, UR = 2, Threat = 1
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Chapter 5
Logistic Regression
The logistic regression, in general, aims to regress the variable of CBA existence – a
binary variable – against inflation rates (IR), unemployment rates (UR), and Freedom House
scores (FH). However, it is important to note that in the United States and in Venezuela, there are
not enough variance in CBA values to use this variable as the dependent variable. (In the United
States, there is never an instance in which CBA did not officially exist, and in Venezuela, the
movement away from CBA happened 4 years ago). Therefore, in the United States and
Venezuela, the variable measuring threats to CBA (Threats) is a proxy from which we will glean
insights.
The dataset for each country is binary-dependent (dummy-dependent), which means the
dependent variable is the existence of threats to the central bank or CBA itself (in the case of the
United Kingdom). Because of this, linear regression does not apply, and we instead utilize
logistic regression. We first regress the dummy variable Threats against IR (inflation rates), UR
(unemployment rates), and FH (Freedom House scores).
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United Kingdom Results
Below is the output for the first logistic regression of inflation rates, unemployment rates,
and Freedom House scores on threats.

Table 4: Logistic Regression (U.K.)
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

z

P > |z|

IR

9.219179

12.04565

1.70

0.089

UR

0.7179858

0.3564723

-0.67

0.505

FH

388.7987

1270.637

1.82

0.068

Constant

9.45e-06

0.0000474

-2.30

0.021

In the U.K. dataset, inflation rates and Freedom House scores are significant at the 10% level,
but the unemployment rate is not. The positive coefficient on inflation rates and Freedom House
variables implies that as inflation rates and the Freedom House score increase, there are greater
threats to CBA – either in terms of citizens’ distrust or executive interference. Higher Freedom
House scores would imply a movement away from democracy, so the intuition behind a positive
correlation is logically sound. As inflation rates increase, the existence of threats would increase
due to potential executive attempts to thwart bank policies.
Still, the p-scores on all three variables could be improved. We can switch the dependent variable
to be the existence of CBA and test each variable individually:
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Table 5: Second Logistic Regression (CBA on Inflation Rates)
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

z

P > |z|

IR

-1.970087

0.6639018

-2.97

0.003

Constant

6.166886

1.895468

3.25

0.001

Regressing inflation rates on CBA yields a significant p-value and a higher R^2 value
than before. The interpretation would follow that as inflation rates decrease, the likelihood of
central bank autonomy would also increase, as the coefficient on the IR variable is negative.

Table 6: Third Logistic Regression (CBA on Unemployment Rates)
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

z

P > |z|

UR

-2.329464

1.225455

-1.90

0.057

Constant

18.73396

9.769843

1.92

0.055

Regressing unemployment rates on CBA is also statistically significant and negative; as
unemployment would decrease, the likelihood of CBA would increase.
The observed trends appear graphically below:
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Figure 2: U.K. Graph of CBA on Inflation Rates

Figure 3: U.K. Graph of CBA on Unemployment Rates

Finally, we observe the effects of the logistic regression of Threat on CBA:
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Table 7: Regression of CBA on Threats
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

z

P > |z|

Threat

-0.8928571

0.706479

-12.64

0.000

Constant

1

0.0539582

18.53

0.000

The results are both statistically significant and negative, signifying that threats to central bank
autonomy do impact the likelihood of CBA.

Venezuela Results
We first run the logistic regression of threats on inflation rates, unemployment rates, and Freedom
House scores.

Table 8: Logistic Regression (Venezuela)
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

z

P > |z|

IR

0.0000103

0.0006619

0.02

0.988

UR

-0.4801678

0.2312017

-2.08

0.038

FH

2.451063

1.188197

2.06

0.039

Constant

-3.593928

3.91014

-0.92

0.358
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Unemployment and Freedom House scores are significant, but inflation rates are not. This is the
only instance of a significant, positive relationship between Freedom House and threats; as the
Freedom House score increases, or a country becomes more autocratic, threats to CBA increase.
This could be a direct consequence of executive interference in central banking.

Table 9: Second Logistic Regression (CBA on Threat)
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

z

P > |z|

Threat

-0.2631579

0.0820888

-3.21

0.002

Constant

1

0.0511167

19.56

0.000

This provides further evidence that there is a significant relationship between threats to CBA and
its existence.

United States Results
Running the first logistic regression of threats on inflation rates, unemployment rates, and
Freedom House scores yields the following output:
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Table 10: Logistic Regression (United States)
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

z

P > |z|

IR

0.1490254

0.1022374

1.46

0.145

UR

0.2189295

0.1864763

1.17

0.240

FH

0

(Omitted)

(Omitted)

(Omitted)

Constant

-2.628926

1.234254

-2.13

0.033

As was seen in previous datasets, the relationship between inflation rates and threats is
insignificant, as is the relationship between unemployment rates and threats. The variable for
Freedom House scores is omitted by Stata because there is not enough variation in its results to
draw significant conclusions. The p-values for individualized regressions of inflation rates and
unemployment rates on threats are insignificant. Because the value of CBA never changes in the
United States (it is always represented by a 1, signifying legal existence of autonomy), it is not
possible to regress CBA on threats themselves.
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Chapter 6
Analysis
Arguably the most significant findings of the research are the individual regressions of
CBA on inflation rates and unemployment rates in the United Kingdom, and the results obtained
through regressions of CBA on threats in the United Kingdom and Venezuela.
The U.K. dataset is extremely useful because it contains a clear divide in central bank
autonomy, with many values of inflation preceding and succeeding formalized independence.

Inflation Rates in the U.K.
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Figure 4: Inflation Rates in the U.K.

The results drawn from the U.K. data are exceptionally strong in contrast to the other country
datasets because they show a robust set of values with clear responses to the implementation of
central bank autonomy.
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The regression output in the United Kingdom and Venezuela datasets of threats on CBA
existence is also promising. The significant and negative relationship implies that, at least
historically, government interference in central banking and/or poor perception of banks does
impact and potentially threaten the independence of the central banks themselves. This data was
unable to be corroborated in the United States dataset due to a lack of variation in CBA values,
however, the potential implications of results in the U.K. and Venezuela may be significant
enough.
The Freedom House variable was not found to be a significant predictor of neither threats
nor CBA in the United Kingdom and United States. Freedom House, while a widely cited
database, was an imperfect choice for this study. There is a lack of variation among countries’
Freedom House scores over time; for example, the U.K. and the U.S. both remained a 1 for the
majority of the time series data. Because the scale of Freedom House data is rather small (1 to 7),
a country must exhibit egregious behavior to change its status. Freedom House was a significant
indicator of threats to CBA in Venezuela, where it had more drastic changes over time.
Continued research of this topic may lead to selecting a more robust indicator of regime type that
is more sensitive to changes in executive leadership.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
While it is becoming increasingly popular for executive leaders to comment on the actions of
central banks, this could inspire a dangerous precedent. Autonomous central banks are more efficient at
managing inflation and unemployment, and threats to their independence may have lasting implications.
It is therefore important to consider the national tolerance for executive interference in the central banking
system to attempt to reduce the negative implications it can hold on macroeconomic health of a country.
It is also worth noting that the stakes for independence, notably in the United States, are currently
extremely high due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The Federal Reserve has taken large and comprehensive
measures to reduce the economic impact of the virus, including large amounts of quantitative easing,
intervening in the commercial paper lending facility and the bond market, participating in credit swap
lines, buying Treasury bills and bonds, and direct lending to households and small businesses. The line
between monetary and fiscal policy is appearing blurrier, and the Fed seems willing to sacrifice part of its
independence to have a broader reaching policy outcome (Crook, 2020).
In such an environment, it remains imperative to note the benefits of maintaining trust in central
banks and reducing unnecessary commentary or interference by politicians. The advantages to having an
independent central bank are numerous but compromised by threats to independence.
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Appendix

Figure 5: Data (U.K.)
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Figure 6: Data (Venezuela)
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Figure 7: Data (United States)
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